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ABSTRACT 

Laser-induced plasmas since their discovery in the 1960’s have found numerous applications 

in laboratories and industries. Their uses range from soft ionization source in mass spectroscopy, 

development of compact particle accelerator, and X-ray and deep UV radiation sources to 

diagnostic techniques such as laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy and laser electronic 

excitation tagging. In addition, the laser-induced plasma is important for studying of various 

nonlinear effects at beam propagation, such as laser pulse filamentation. 

This work deals with two challenging aspects associated with laser-induced plasmas. First is 

the study of Multi-Photon Ionization (MPI) as a fundamental first step in high-energy laser-matter 

interaction critical for understanding of the mechanism of plasma formation. The second is 

application of laser induced plasma for diagnostics of combustion systems. 

Numerous attempts to determine the basic physical constants of MPI process in direct 

experiments, namely photoionization rates and cross-sections of the MPI, were made; however, 

no reliable data was available until now, and the spread in the literature values often reached 2–3 

orders of magnitude. This work presents the use of microwave scattering in quasi-Rayleigh regime 

off the electrons in the laser-induced plasma as method to measure the total number of electrons 

created due to the photoionization process and subsequently determine the cross-sections and rates 

of MPI. Experiments were done in air, O2, Xe, Ar, N2, Kr, and CO at room temperature and 

atmospheric pressure and femtosecond-laser pulse at 800 nm wavelength was utilized. Rayleigh 

microwave scattering (RMS) technique was used to obtain temporally resolved measurements of 

the electron numbers created by the laser. Numbers of electrons in the range 3 × 108–3 × 1012 were 

produced by the laser pulse energies 100–700 μJ and corresponding electron number densities 
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down to about 1014 cm-3 in the center of laser-induced spark were observed. After the laser pulse, 

plasma decayed on the time scale from 1 to 40 ns depending on the gas type and governed by two 

competing processes, namely, the creation of new electrons from ionization of the metastable 

atoms and loss of the electrons due to dissociative recombination and attachment to oxygen.  

Diagnostics of combustion at high pressures are challenging due to increased collisional 

quenching and associated loss of acquired signal. In this work, resonance enhanced multiphoton 

photon ionization (REMPI) in conjunction with measurement of generated electrons by RMS 

technique were used to develop diagnostics method for measuring concentration of a component 

in gaseous mixture at elected pressure. Specifically, the REMPI-RMS diagnostics was developed 

and tested in the measurements of number density of carbon monoxide (CO) in mixtures with 

nitrogen (N2) at pressures up to 5 bars. Number of REMPI-induced electrons scaled linearly with 

CO number density up to about 51018 cm-3 independently of buffer gas pressure up to 5 bar, and 

this linear scaling region can be readily used for diagnostics purposes. Higher CO number densities 

were associated laser beam energy loss while travelling through the gaseous mixture. Four (4) 

energy level model of CO molecule was developed and direct measurements of the laser pulse 

energy absorbed in the two-photon process during the passage through the CO/N2 mixture were 

conducted in order to analyze the observed trends of number of REMPI-generated electrons with 

CO number density and laser energy. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Lasers 

 

Lasers is an acronym which stands for light amplification by stimulated emission of radiation. 

They are devices that generate and/or amplify coherent radiation at frequencies in the IR, visible 

UV region soft electromagnetic spectrum.  Their operation is based on the same general principles 

which were originally developed for microwave frequencies.  

 The development of the first such source in the optical regime is attributed to Maiman in 

1960.1 He constructed the first laser using a cylinder of synthetic ruby measuring 1 cm in diameter 

and 2 cm long, with the ends silver-coated to make them reflective and able to serve as a Fabry-

Perot resonator. Maiman used photographic flashlamps as the laser’s pump source. 

 

 

Figure 1.1. Schematic of laser 

A typical laser oscillator is shown in Figure 1.1. It includes (i) a laser medium consisting of an 

appropriate collection of atoms, molecules, ions, or in some instances a semiconducting crystal; 

(ii) a pumping process to excite these atoms (molecules, etc.) into higher quantum-mechanical 
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energy levels; and (iii) suitable optical feedback elements that allow a beam of radiation to either 

pass through the laser medium (as in a laser amplifier) or bounce back and forth repeatedly through 

the laser medium (as in a laser oscillator)1. 

Many scientific, military, medical and commercial laser applications have been developed 

since the invention of laser. The coherency, high monochromaticity, and ability to reach extremely 

high powers are all properties which allow for these specialized applications. 

1.2 Laser-induced plasmas and current challenges 

1.2.1 Applications of laser-induced plasmas 

Laser-induced plasmas have numerous research and industrial applications. These include 

studying nonequilibrium plasmas2 and exploring various nonlinear effects at beam propagation 

such as laser pulse filamentation, laser beam collapse, self-trapping, dispersion, modulation 

instability, pulse splitting, and soft ionization in mass spectroscopy. 3-7  

Laser-plasma accelerators are another area of the laser-induced plasma application. The area 

originated in the 1980s and is associated with a high intensity ultrashort laser field separating the 

electrons from the ions in the plasma. As result an extreme high magnitude longitudinal electric 

field is generated in the wake of the laser which is able to accelerate light particles like electrons. 

The scale length of the Wakefield is the plasma scale wavelength 10-30 𝜇m for plasma electron 

densities of 𝑛𝑒 = 1018 − 1019 𝑐𝑚−3.   As a result multi-gigaelectron electron beams can be 

obtained. For example, a 200 TW, 30 fs laser can produce a 0.3 nC electron beam at 1.5 GeV over 

1 cm length with a 3.8% energy spread and a 10 GeV, 1 nC beam can be obtained using a 2 PW, 

100 fs laser over 15 cm length 8,9 This has resulted in development of  X-ray and deep UV radiation 

sources.10,11  
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Finally, laser-induced plasma has been widely applied in diagnostic techniques such as laser-

induced breakdown spectroscopy and laser electronic excitation tagging. More detailed 

information on these diagnostic methods can be found elsewhere.6,12,13 

1.2.2 Nonlinear photoionization fundamentals 

In the mid -1960’s the scientific community began experimenting with lasers by placing a 

focusing lens in front of the beam. This resulted in electrical breakdown of the medium and 

creation of plasmas.14,15,16 Keldysh in his seminal work presented the various regimes in which 

photoionization can take place.14 

    

   

Figure 1.2. Nonlinear photoionization: (a) Tunneling ionization and (b) Multiphoton 

ionization (MPI) (c) 2+1 Resonance Enhanced Multiphoton Ionization process 

The photoionization process is schematically illustrated in Figure 1.2. Photoionization is the 

physical process in which electromagnetic radiation is absorbed by atoms (or molecules) resulting 

in release of a bound electron into the continuum (ionization). The governing mechanism is 

Virtual 
State

Intermediate 
State

Ionization
Potential

c 

a b 
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dictated by the Keldysh parameter 𝛾, defined as the ratio of laser frequency 𝜔 to tunneling 

frequency 𝜔𝑡 (which characterizes the time of electron tunneling through the potential barrier) : 

 

 
𝛾 =

𝜔

𝜔𝑡
=

𝜔√2𝑚ℰ𝑖

𝑒𝐸
 Eq. 1.1 

 

where 𝐸- amplitude of incident electric field, ℰ𝑖- ionization potential, 𝑚 and 𝑒 are electron mass 

and charge respectively. 

In the case of low frequency limit (and/or large laser intensity)  𝜔 ≪ 𝜔𝑡 , the electron has 

sufficient time to tunnel through the barrier and ionization is driven by tunnelin, while for the high-

frequency limit (and/or low laser intensity)  𝜔 ≫ 𝜔𝑡 , the electric field varies faster than the time 

required for tunneling and ionization is governed by the Multi-Photon Ionization (MPI) process. 

A special case of nonlinear multiphoton ionization is Resonance Enhanced Multi-Photon 

Ionization (REMPI). Keldysh14 described that when electromagnetic radiation is tuned to a certain 

electronic transition of the atom or molecule the probability of ionization increases by orders of 

magnitude. The species first goes to the excited intermediate state and then into the continuum 

spectrum.  

Specifically, in the m+n REMPI scheme, m photons are first simultaneously absorbed by an 

atom or molecule to bring it to an excited state. Other n photons are further absorbed which results 

in ionization and generation of an electron and ion pair. Figure 1.2(c) gives the example of a 2+1 

REMPI process. Typically, a tunable laser is used to selectively ionize a species at its resonant 

wavelength. 

 REMPI using UV energies has been applied to monoatomic species such as Ar (3+1 REMPI 

at 226.3nm), Xe, O and H atoms or multiatomic species like CO, NO (2+1 REMPI  𝐶2Π − 𝑋 at 
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190 nm), and NH3. 7,17,18 In the case of CO, the ionization energy required is 14.01 eV. This will 

require an 88.4nm photon which lies in the extreme UV region of the electromagnetic spectrum. 

Thus a 2+1 mechanism is used using a 230nm photon via the B1Σ ← X1Σ, Hopfield– Birge system. 

1.2.3 Challenges of laser-induced multiphoton ionization  

The previous sections reviewed importance of Multi-Photon Ionization (MPI) as a fundamental 

first step in high-energy laser-matter interaction critical for understanding the mechanism of 

plasma formation. With the discovery of MPI more than 50 years ago, there were numerous 

attempts to determine basic physical constants of this process in the direct experiments, namely 

photoionization rates and cross-sections of the MPI; however, no reliable data is available even 

today and spread in the literature values often reaches 2-3 orders of magnitude. This is due to the 

inability to conduct absolute measurements of plasma electron numbers generated by MPI which 

leads to uncertainties and, sometimes, contradictions between the MPI cross-section values utilized 

by different researchers across the field and is elaborated upon in the following paragraphs. 

The most prominent and developed diagnostic of laser-induced plasmas is laser interferometry. 

However, laser interferometry is limited to 𝑛𝑒~ 1016 − 1017 𝑐𝑚−3 due to the minimal measurable 

shifts of the interference fringes, while regime when nonlinear optical phenomena (self-focusing 

due to the Kerr effect and defocusing on generated plasma) can be neglected is associated with 

lower electron number densities 𝑛𝑒~ 1015 − 1016 𝑐𝑚−3 .19,20  Several semi-empirical methods for 

relative measurements of plasma density were also proposed; however, all of them require absolute 

calibration based upon theoretically predicted values of plasma number density. Time-of-flight 

(TOF) mass spectrometer measurements of ion currents generated by laser-induced plasma 

filament have been conducted to measure photoionization rates.21-23 The fundamental limitation of 
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this technique is the inability to conduct absolute calibration of the system since the reference 

object (for example a box containing known quantity of electrons)  against which the calibration 

can be completed is not readily available. Instead, the TOF mass spectrometer measurements relied 

on theoretically estimating the of total number of electrons in the focal zone to conduct absolute 

system calibration. Very recently, scattering of THz radiation from the laser-induced plasmas was 

proposed for spatially unresolved relative measurements of 𝑛𝑒.24,25 Other measurement techniques 

were proposed recently based on measurements of capacitive response times of system including 

a capacitor coupled with laser-induced plasma loaded inside.26,27 These attempts to measure 𝑛𝑒 in 

laser-induced plasmas are characterized by various degrees of success and reliability of obtained 

data, but none of them currently provides the ultimate solution for absolute plasma density 

measurements. 

Analysis of various theoretical and semi-empirical approaches undertaken previously led to 

large variability of photoionization process constants available in the literature and with some of 

them even controversial. For example, photoionization rates for 𝑂2 reported by Mishima in Ref. 

[28]   are approximately 2 orders of magnitude higher than that reported by Talebpour in Ref. [22]. 

In addition, photoionization rate for O2 is three orders of magnitude higher compared to N2,28 while 

experimentally determined photoionization rates reported by Talebpour for 𝑁2  and 𝑂2  yields 

doubtful proximity, namely 1.5 × 109 𝑠−1  for 𝑁2  and 3 × 109 𝑠−1  for 𝑂2 for the laser intensity 

3 × 1013 W/cm2.22 
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1.3 Laser diagnostics of combustion: State-of-the-art, current challenges and potential of 

laser-induced plasmas 

Lasers have increasingly been used for combustion system diagnostics. Various techniques 

have been developed to measure properties such as temperature, concentrations, and flow 

velocities. using lasers. Lasers offer a non-intrusive way for such measurements when compared 

to physical probes which are often difficult to implement due to difficulties in access and damage 

in harsh environments with high temperature and/or pressure. The ability to focus  the laser beam 

into small probe size of 100s of microns to few millimeters allows spatially resolved 

measurements. The pulse duration (ns-fs) and repetition frequency (in the MHz) of the laser permit 

time resolved measurements of the various combustion parameters.29,30,31,32 

Following description in this section will focus specifically on carbon monoxide (CO) 

diagnostics in combustion. Carbon monoxide is an important intermediate in combustion 

chemistry of carbon-based that is generated as a result of incomplete combustion and impacts soot 

formation.33 It might be harmful to the environment as it contributes to the greenhouse gas levels 

in the atmosphere and is directly hazardous to living beings at concentrations >27 ppm.34,35 

Therefore, it is essential to accurately monitor CO concentration in gaseous mixtures at 

combustion. 

Traditionally, optical techniques have been used for diagnostics of CO in combustion.  

Absorption spectroscopy such as Tunable Laser Absorption Spectroscopy (TLAS) and Infrared 

Absorption Spectroscopy (IAS) provides high sensitivity while lacking spatial resolution due to 

the involved averaging over laser propagation path. These techniques have been used extensively 

for in-situ CO measurements in various kinds of hydrocarbon flames. Concentration and 

te3mperature measurements have been reported in atmospheric pressure methane-air, ethylene-air, 
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flat-burner laminar and diffusion flames as well as rotary kiln and coal burners. However,  large 

acquisition times from 1s up to 30s and path averaging are necessary to achieve desired 

measurement sensitivity. 11,36-39  

Another popular diagnostic is Coherent Anti-Stokes Raman Spectroscopy (CARS), which 

utilizes a non-linear 4 wave mixing process. CARS offers high sensitivity measurements of 

temperature, pressure, species density, and relative concentration. However, being a non-linear 

process, it requires overlap of multiple beams in temporal and spatial domain. Such strict 

requirements lead to great experimental complexities.40-43 

Laser-Induced Fluorescence (LIF) is a powerful technique which proved spatial resolution and 

selectivity and has been used in measuring gaseous species in flames.44 However, electronic 

resonant states utilized for CO excitation are located in the vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) spectral 

region, which is absorbed by the atmospheric air. This reason rules out a resonant state excitation 

based on absorption of a single photon. Instead, species may be excited by two-photon absorption 

as successfully applied previously in Two-Photon Laser-Induced Fluorescence (TP-LIF) 

measurements in CO, NH3, O, and H .45-51 

TP-LIF of CO is especially challenging in high pressure combustion, which refers to the 

increase of the collisional quenching rate causing loss of the LIF signal.47,48 Increasing of the laser 

intensity to recover the LIF signal was found to be not practical because it ionized the resonantly-

excited CO molecules further augmenting the loss of fluorescence. Specifically, several previous 

studies reported a decreased LIF signal and a corresponding increase of photoionization in the 

probing region of the focusing beam, and an increased LIF signal l away from the focal region 

where the ionization was less severe.45-48 
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Utilization of fs-lasers for TP-LIF of CO at elevated pressures is advantageous, but does not 

resolve the problem of the fluorescence loss. Indeed, fs TP-LIF eliminates photodissociation-

driven contamination of the emission spectra, avoids challenges associated with pressure-

dependent absorption line broadening/shifting when narrowband lasers are used, and enables 

utilization of modest energies in the fs-laser pulse.52,53 Recent studies evaluated the potential of fs 

TP-LIF to measure CO in a CH4-air flat-burner flame up to 5 atm and in a CO/N2 mixture up to 20 

bars.17,48 The fluorescence decreased dramatically with increasing pressure (up to 90% with 

pressure increase from 1 to 20 bar) was reported, and microewave scattering technique verified the 

presence of photoionized electrons in the probing region created by 2+1 REMPI process.48 

Therefore, significant photoionization occurred in fs TP-LIF of CO at elevated pressures 

because they use higher laser pulse energies and peak power to overcome the loss of LIF signals 

discussed above. This photoionization generated in 2+1 REMPI process might create problem for 

LIF measurements, but, at the same time, it creates potential opportunity for the novel diagnostics 

methods based on measurements of the photoionized electrons directly. Such a method will be 

developed and tested in this work in Chapter 4. 

1.4 Microwave scattering for diagnostics of microplasmas 

Development of miniature plasmas and microdischarges, including laser-induced plasmas, 

non-equilibrium atmospheric pressure plasma jets, nanosecond repetitive pulsed discharges in air, 

requires designing of appropriate plasma diagnostic techniques. Conventional diagnostics cannot 

be applied to these microplasmas. Microwave interferometry fails due to diffraction and small 

phase shift acquired when propagating through a small sized plasma. Laser Thomson scattering 

often cannot be applied since discharges are highly unsteady and the long accumulation of the 
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signal required to achieve measurable signal levels is not feasible. 

The concept of microwave scattering technique for microplasma diagnostics was first proposed 

theoretically by Shneider54 and was then successfully implemented in a number of relative 

measurements of laser-induced avalanche ionization in air, resonance-enhanced multiphoton 

ionization in argon, and atmospheric pressure plasma jets.21,54-57Absolute measurements of the 

electron plasma density by using  microwave scattering was proposed by Shashurin and 

demonstrated with several plasma objects including non-equilibrium atmospheric pressure plasma 

jets, microdischarges used for electrosurgery, and nanosecond repetitive pulsed discharges in  

air.56-64 

Conceptually this approach involves scattering the microwave radiation off the plasma volume 

in the quasi-Rayleigh regime (denoted as RMS in the following description), when the prolonged 

plasma volume is oriented along the linearly polarized microwaves and the plasma diameter is 

small compared to the spatial scale of the microwave field so that the incident microwave electric 

field is distributed uniformly across the entire plasma volume. (“Quasi” is used to identify that 

scattering is equivalent to classical Rayleigh scattering if incident radiation is linearly polarized 

along the lengthened direction of the plasma object.) In this case, the plasma electrons experience 

coherent oscillations in the incident microwave field and radiate a Hertzian dipole radiation pattern 

in a far field. Overall, such a process is analogous to elastic Rayleigh scattering of light, when 

radiation wavelength significantly exceeds the scatterer size. Signal scattered from the plasma is 

proportional to the total electron numbers in the plasma volume. Absolute calibration of the RMS 

system can be conducted using dielectric scatterers with known physical properties. Measuring the 

scattered signal amplitude allows determining the total number of electrons in the plasma volume 

and average plasma density after appropriately calibrating the system with dielectric scatterers. 
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Let us now consider fundamentals of the RMS technique in more detail. We limit the following 

description to one specific plasma geometry, namely, a slender prolate plasma channel with length 

(l) significantly exceeding the diameter (d) oriented along the incident microwave field. 

We first demonstrate that in conditions of current study the amplitude of the electric field 

induced inside the scatterer channel as a result of irradiation with microwaves is uniform 

throughout the channel and equal to the field amplitude 𝐸𝑖 in the incident wave. For conditions of 

the current study, the plasma channel can be considered thin compared to skin layer depth (so that 

𝑓[𝐺𝐻𝑧] ≤
2.5

𝜎[−1𝑐𝑚−1]∙𝑑[𝑚𝑚]2). 65 In this case, the amplitude of the electric field induced inside the 

scatterer with dielectric permittivity 𝜀  and conductivity 𝜎 can be written as 𝐸 =

𝐸𝑖

√(1+𝑘(𝜀−1))2+(𝑘
𝜎

𝜀0𝜔
)

2
, where k is the depolarization factor governed by the channel geometry and 

Ei is the amplitude of incident microwave electric field at the channel location. 62,66,67 For 

experimental conditions in this study, the large aspect ratio AR=l/d>>1 makes the depolarization 

factor  k
1

𝐴𝑅2 ln (𝐴𝑅)<<1. 62,65,66 Therefore, the amplitude of the electric field inside the channel is 

close to that in the incident wave 𝐸 = 𝐸𝑖.
 66, 68 Flatness of the wave front surface along the scatterer 

length is ensured by placing the plasma scatterer at distance 𝑟 >
𝑙2

𝜆
  1 cm.  
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Figure 1.3. Detailed schematic of the Rayleigh Microwave Scattering (RMS) 

technique 

Electrons in the plasma volume experience oscillations with amplitude of 𝑠 =
𝑒𝐸𝑖

𝑚 𝜔
 due to the 

incident microwave field (we consider no restoring force due prolate plasma channel 

geometries)54. Electron collision frequency in the denominator is governed by those with gas 

particles (𝑒𝑔) for densities <1017 cm-3, since the contribution of electron-ion collisions may be 

neglected in that range, so  𝑠 =
𝑒𝐸𝑖

𝑚𝑒𝑔𝜔
. Electron-gas collision frequency 𝑒𝑔 is independent of 

plasma density ensuring that electrons in each location inside the plasma volume experience 
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essentially same displacement (𝑒𝑔 = 5.18 × 1011 s-1 based on electron-gas elastic collision cross-

section 𝜎𝑒𝑔 = 5 × 10−16 cm-2 and electron temperature Te=0.4 eV).65,27  

Total dipole moment of the plasma channel (𝑝) is given by:  

 

 𝑝 = 𝑒𝑠 ∫ 𝑛(𝑟, 𝑧)2𝜋𝑟𝑑𝑟𝑑𝑧 = 𝑒𝑠𝑁𝑒 =
𝑒2

𝑚

𝐸𝑖

𝜔
𝑁𝑒   Eq. 1.2 

 

Radiation from the plasma dipole in the plane perpendicular to the dipole orientation is 

detected by the same horn antenna as incident one (see Figure 1.3). The antenna is placed at 

distance 𝑟 =6 cm from the plasma channel to ensure that the dominant contribution of far-field 

(~
𝑘2𝑝

𝑟
), while near-field (~

𝑝

𝑟3) is negligible (𝑘𝑟 >6).69  Thus, the amplitude of the electric field 

at location of the detecting horn is 

 
𝐸𝑠 =

𝑘2𝑝

𝑟
=

𝑒2

𝑚𝑐2

𝜔𝐸𝑖

𝑟
𝑁𝑒 

Eq. 1.3 

   

 

Figure 1.4. Homodyne detection system 
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A homodyne-type detection system schematically shown in Figure 1.4 is typically used for 

the scattered microwave signal measurements which provides output voltage 𝑈𝑜𝑢𝑡𝐸𝑠. The 

detection was achieved by means an of I/Q Mixer, providing in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q) 

outputs. The total amplitude of the scattered microwave signal is determined by  𝑈𝑜𝑢𝑡 = √𝐼2 + 𝑄2. 

The amplifiers and the mixer used in the microwave system are operating in a linear mode for the 

entire range of the scattered signal amplitudes, thereby ensuring that the output signal Uout is 

proportional to the electric field amplitude of scattered radiation Es at the detection horn location, 

yielding  

 
𝑈𝑜𝑢𝑡𝐸𝑠 =

𝑒2

𝑚𝑐2

𝜔𝐸𝑖

𝑟
𝑁𝑒 Eq. 1.4 

 

One can see that RMS system detects total number of electrons in plasma volume accurate to 

calibration constant A of specific microwave system used. Absolute calibration of the RMS can be 

conducted using dielectric scatterers with known physical properties. To this end, now we consider 

RMS system signal generated by the prolate scatterer made of dielectric material with dielectric 

constant 𝜀 and volume 𝑉. The only difference from the assessment above for the plasma channel 

would be that total dipole moment induced in the scatterer is 𝑝 = 𝜀0(𝜀 − 1)𝐸𝑖𝑉, and thus 

 

 
𝑈𝑜𝑢𝑡𝐸𝑠 =

𝜀0(𝜀 − 1)

𝑐2

𝜔2𝐸𝑖

𝑟
𝑉 Eq. 1.5 

 

One particularly convenient form of expression for measured output of RMS system is: 
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𝑈𝑜𝑢𝑡 = {                 𝐴
𝑒2

𝑚
 𝑁𝑒                       −  for plasma                                 

𝐴𝑉𝜀0(𝜀 − 1)𝜔           −  for dielectric bullet 

 Eq. 1.6 

 

where A –proportionality coefficient which is a property of the specific microwave system (utilized 

components, geometry, microwave power, etc.) while independent of scatterer properties and it 

can be found using scatterers with known properties. Lower Eq.  is used for calibration of specific 

microwave system, namely to determine value of coefficient A. Cylindrical dielectric bullets with 

diameter 3.175 mm and length 1 cm made of Teflon are typically used. The bullets are shot through 

the microwave field (along the same axis where plasma was placed later) using pneumatic gun 

with velocities below 100 m/s to generate time-varying response on the dielectric bullet passage 

for separation of signal scattered from the bullet from one DC background caused by reflections 

from surroundings, elements of microwave circuit etc. Typical calibration signal generated by 

Teflon bullet is shown in Figure 1.5. 

 

 

Figure 1.5. Calibration of the of the Rayleigh Microwave Scattering (RMS) system 
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Microwave scattering is effective for microplasma diagnostics. The electrons number  108 −

1012  have been measured in previous experiments in plasma objects such as APPJ, pin-to-pin 

nanosecond repetitively pulsed discharges.63,59 Thus, MS also has high potential as a toll for 

diagnostics of laser induced plasmas. 

1.5 Motivation 

The first motivation of this work was to study fundamental properties of the MPI process. As 

emphasized in the previous sections the MPI rates and cross sections are largely unknown even 50 

year after the discovery. Large discrepancy in photoionization rates available in the literature 

causes sometimes contradictory conclusions and generally disadvantageous for wide class of 

problems involving laser-induced plasmas. At the same time, recent development of RMS 

technique for diagnostics of micro-plasma demonstrated potential to measure electron numbers 

produced by MPI and subsequently determine ionization rates and cross-sections of MPI for 

different gases in direct experiment. Direct measurements of the absolute electron numbers in 

laser-induced plasma are highly sought in the high directed energy applications, virtual ultra-fast 

reconfigurable antennae systems for radiating and redirecting of electromagnetic power, cavity 

free lasing sources, drag reduction applications for hypersonics, lightning protection, laser 

methods in material processing, laser plasma diagnostic techniques, combustion diagnostics, and 

plasma-assisted combustion etc. Also, tabulation of MPI cross-sections and photoionization rates 

for variety of gases has great importance for computational efforts concerned with modeling of 

laser-induced plasmas. 

The second motivation was to use REMPI in combination with RMS for diagnostics in 

combustion systems. As emphasized in previous sections detection and measurement of 
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concentration of species (e.g. CO) is important and currently very challenging at high pressure 

combustion systems. The challenge refers to the loss of the LIF signal and production of substantial 

photoionization in 2+1 REMPI process. The same ionization, however, provides a unique 

opportunity to use the RMS technique for detection of photoelectrons and potential to create 

REMPI-RMS-based diagnostic technique for high pressure combustion.  

1.6 Objectives 

The objectives can be divided into two parts. The first part is aimed at studying the 

phenomenon of MPI in various gases. The general objective is to determine the fundamental 

constants of the photoionization process which are currently largely unknown and study plasma 

dynamics. Our initial goal is to measure the number of generated by an 800 nm fs-laser pulse for 

various laser intensities by RMS technique. The next goal is to use these measurements to 

determine the cross-section of multiphoton ionization and photoionization rates for various gases 

of practical importance (such as O2, Xe, Ar, N2, Kr and CO) and a broad range of laser pulse 

energies. Finally, validation of the measured plasma decay dynamics in the wake of fs-laser-

induced spark against the 1D axially symmetric model developed by Dr. M. N. Shneider is 

targeted. 

The second part of this work is aimed to develop a practical application of REMPI-RMS 

system for combustion diagnostics. Specifically, measurements of CO number density in gaseous 

mixtures are targeted. In REMPI-RMS technique, a tunable laser is used to selectively ionize CO 

molecules via 2+1 REMPI process at 230.1 nm, and then plasma electrons are subsequently 

detected by the RMS method. Our first goal is to explore the capability of REMPI-RMS diagnostic 

technique for detecting CO in the nitrogen buffer in a single spatial location in atmospheric and at 
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elevated pressures. Subsequent  goal is to demonstrate the feasibility of spatially resolved 

measurements by creating multiple MPI sites and subsequent measurement by the RMS technique. 

1.7 Outline 

In Chapter 2, RMS measurements of laser-induced plasma generated by 800 nm fs-laser pulse 

in air and methodology for determination of MPI cross sections and photoionization rates are 

presented. The use of RMS technique to measure the total number of electrons and electron number 

density is described. Plasma decay after the fs-laser pulse is presented and compared with results 

simulated by Dr. M. N. Shneider using a 1D axially symmetric model of laser spark. 

In Chapter 3, photoionization rates of various monoatomic and diatomic gases including Ar, 

Kr, Xe, O2, N2, CO by 800 nm photons are determined based on electron number measurements 

conducted by RMS technique and following methodology developed in Chapter 2. Plasma decay 

in the wake of the fs-laser pulse is presented and analysed. 

In Chapter 4, REMPI-RMS diagnostics of carbon monoxide in nitrogen buffer at elevated 

pressures is presented and used for measuring CO number densities. A four (4) energy level model 

of CO molecule is presented and used to analyze the experimental findings. The scaling laws for 

the number of REMPI-generated electrons and LIF signal with CO number density and laser pulse 

energy are discussed and the limits for the applicability of REMPI-RMS diagnostics are evaluated. 

Chapter 5 presents conclusions and recommendations for future work. 
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2. FS-LASER-INDUCED MULTIPHOTON IONIZATION IN AIR 

Modified from Paper published in Sci Rep 8, 2874 (2018).  

Animesh Sharma, Mikhail. N. Slipchenko, Mikhail. N. Shneider, Xingxing. Wang, K. Arafat 

Rahman & Alexey Shashurin 

2.1 Methodology of MPI cross-section determination 

Ionization of gas by intense fs-laser pulse is associated with multiphoton and tunneling 

processes, which are two limiting cases of essentially same physical process of nonlinear 

photoionization. Choice of the governing mechanism is dictated by Keldysh parameter 𝛾, defined 

as a ratio of laser frequency 𝜔 to tunneling frequency 𝜔𝑡 characterizing time of electron tunneling 

through the potential barrier: 𝛾 =
𝜔

𝜔𝑡
=

𝜔√2𝑚ℰ𝑖

𝑒𝐸
, where 𝐸- amplitude of incident electric field, ℰ𝑖- 

ionization potential,  𝑚 and 𝑒 are electron mass and charge respectively. In the case of low 

frequency limit (and/or large laser intensity) 𝜔 < 𝜔𝑡, the electron has sufficient time to tunnel 

through the barrier and ionization is driven tunneling effect, while the high-frequency limit (and/or 

low laser intensity) 𝜔 > 𝜔𝑡, the electric field varie faster than the time required for tunneling and 

ionization is governed by the MPI process.  

Our method determined the cross-seciton of the MPI based on an absolute measurements of 

total electron numebr (𝑁𝑒) generated by a femtosecond (fs) laser pulse and precise measurements 

of the laser pulse characteristics. The experiments have been conducted at low laser intensities 

(≤1013 W/cm2 as detailed below) to ensure pure linear operation regime when nonlinearities 

associated with plasma creation and the optical Kerr effect are negligible. In this case plasma 
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formation due to MPI by the femtosecond laser is described by simple differential equation  
𝜕𝑛𝑒

𝜕𝑡
=

𝜈 ∙ (𝑛0 − 𝑛𝑒), where 𝑛𝑒 is the plasma density,  𝜈 = 𝜎𝑚𝐼𝑚 – is the local ionization rate, 𝜎𝑚 – cross-

section of 𝑚-photon ionization process with 𝑚 = Int (
ℰ𝑖

ℏ𝜔
) + 1, 𝐼– local instantaneous value of 

laser field intensity, and   𝑛0 is  background gas density, while other physical processes can be 

neglected on the short time scale of the laser pulse.70 This equation can be easily integrated and 

plasma density 𝑛𝑒 created as result of the femtosecond laser pulse is 𝑛𝑒 = 𝑛0(1 − 𝑒− ∫ 𝜈𝑑𝑡). a low 

ionization degree 𝑛𝑒 ≪ 𝑛0 the plasma density distribution immediately after the laser pulse is 

 

 
𝑛𝑒(𝐫) = 𝑛0 ∫ 𝜈𝑑𝑡 = 𝜎𝑚𝑛0 ∫ 𝐼(𝐫, 𝑡)𝑚𝑑𝑡  Eq. 2.1 

 

where time integration is taken over the duration of the laser pulse at particular location 𝐫. The 

total electron number 𝑁𝑒  generated by the laser pulse is obtained by integrating Eq. 2.1 over the 

entire plasma volume to obtain 

 
𝑁𝑒 = 𝜎𝑚𝑛0 ∫ ∫ 𝐼(𝐫, 𝑡)𝑚𝑑𝑡𝑑𝑉  Eq. 2.2 

 

Eq. 2.2 provides general a expression that can be used to determine the MPI cross-section as 

follows. Total electron numbers (𝑁𝑒) generated by the femtosecond laser pulse are measured using 

the Rayleigh Microwave Scattering (RMS) technique. Spatial and temporal intensity distribution 

𝐼(𝐫, 𝑡) is determined in precise measurements of laser beam and integral on the right hand side can 

be calculated. Then, one can determine 𝜎𝑚 from the Eq. 2.2 for the known background gas density 

𝑛0. 
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The general expression Eq. 2.2 can be simplified by making additional assumptions Firstly, we 

will consider the most practical case a of Gaussian beam. In this case, spatial and temporal intensity 

dependences can be expressed as  

 

 
𝐼(𝑟, 𝑧, 𝑡) = 𝐼0

𝑤0
2

𝑤(𝑧)2
𝑒

−
2𝑟2

𝑤(𝑧)2𝑒
−

(𝑡−𝑡∗)2

𝜏2  Eq. 2.3 

 

where 𝐼0 is the intensity in the beam center, 𝑤0 is the 1
𝑒2⁄  waist radius (at 𝑧=0), 𝑤(𝑧) =

𝑤0√1 + (
𝑧

𝑧𝑅
)

2
 – 1 𝑒2⁄  beam radius at location 𝑧 along the beam, 𝑧𝑅 is the Rayleigh length and 𝜏 

is the characteristic temporal width of the beam. This approximation uses the standard non-

dispersing medium Gaussian beam optics spatial distribution (𝐼𝐫(𝑟, 𝑧) = 𝐼0
𝑤0

2

𝑤(𝑧)2 𝑒
−

2𝑟2

𝑤(𝑧)2) with 

Gaussian temporal shape 𝑒
−

(𝑡−𝑡∗(𝑟,𝑧))2

𝜏2 , where 𝑡∗ = 𝑡∗(𝑟, 𝑧) indicates the time when the beam 

reaches a particular (𝑟, 𝑧)-location (it is taken that beam peak reaches the waist at 𝑧=0 at time t=0, 

so that 𝑡∗(𝑟, 0) = 0 and 𝑡∗(0, 𝑧) = 𝑧/𝑐).71 All parameters of the beam in Eq. 2.3, namely 𝐼0, 𝑤0,  

𝑧𝑅 and 𝜏 are determined experimentally. 

Secondly, we will consider the case of atmospheric air and 800 nm laser. In this case, MPI of 

oxygen molecules is dominant process since O2 photoionization rate is 2-3 order larger than that 

for N2 due to its lower ionization potential.22,28 Thus, using ionization energy of oxygen molecule 

ℰ𝑖=12.2 eV and energy of 800 nm ionizing photons of ℏ𝜔 =1.55 eV, one can see that eight-photon 

photoionization process should be considered, namely 𝑚=8. 

A simplified form of the expression Eq. 2.2 for MPI of air with a femtosecond laser pulse of 

Gaussian shape in temporal and spatial domains can now be deduced by analytical integration of 
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the intensity in the form (Eq. 2.3), namely: ∫ ∫ 𝐼(𝑟, 𝑧, 𝑡)8𝑑𝑉𝑑𝑡 =
231𝜋

1024∙16
√

𝜋

8
𝐼0

8𝜋𝑤0
2𝑧𝑅𝜏 (see 

Appendix I) and substituting it into the right-hand side of the Eq. 2.2. Finally, Eq. 2.2 can be 

reduced to the form: 

 
𝑁𝑒 =

231𝜋

1024 ∙ 16
√

𝜋

8
𝜎8𝑛0𝜏𝜋𝑤0

2𝑧𝑅 ∙ 𝐼0
8  Eq. 2.4 

 

The determination of MPI cross-section of oxygen is conducted using Eq. 2.4 as follows. 𝑁𝑒 

in the left-hand side of the equation is measured using the RMS system. Spatial and temporal 

characteristics of the laser beam (𝐼0, 𝑤0,  𝑧𝑅 and 𝜏) in the right-hand side of the Eq. 2.4 are 

measured directly. Then, experimental dependence of 𝑁𝑒 vs. laser intensities 𝐼0 is plotted and 𝜎8 

is determined by obtaining the best fit of that dependence using Eq. 2.4. 

2.2 Experimental Details 

The experimental layout including femtosecond laser and RMS system are shown 

schematically in Figure 2.1. Photoionization of air (relative humidity 30%, temperature about 300 

K) was achieved by focusing laser pulses having Gaussian temporal and spatial shape from a 800 

nm Ti:Sapphire laser of 164 fs FWHM having repetition rate of 100 Hz using a 1000 mm plano-

convex lens. The laser repetition rate was decreased from nominal 1 kHz to ensure no memory 

effect in the interrogated volume. Diameter of incident beam on the lens was 7 mm. The pulse 

energy was varied using a linear polarizer and measured using laser power meter (Gentec-EO 

XLP12-3S-H2-DO). Images of the plasma were taken using 1024i Pi Max 4 ICCD camera. 

Coordinate z=0 was chosen at the beam focal plane of the strongly attenuated laser beam (no 

plasma presents). 
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Figure 2.1. Experimental setup and RMS homodyne detection system. A 800 nm 

Ti:Sapphire femtosecond laser operating at repetition rate of 100 Hz was focused 

using a 1000 mm plano-convex lens to create the plasma. Homodyne-type Rayleigh 

microwave scattering system calibrated against dielectric scatterers was used to 

measure absolute number of electrons in the plasma volume. 

Photograph of the fs-laser system used in the experiments and it main components is shown in 

Figure 2.2. 
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Figure 2.2. Femtosecond laser system used in the experiments 

Measurements of the total number of electrons in the plasma volume were conducted using 

Rayleigh Microwave Scattering (RMS) diagnostics.  Homodyne-type RMS system operating at 

the microwave frequency 10.8 GHz was used as shown schematically in Figure 2.1. The 

microwave signal from the source was splitted in two arms: one arm sent microwaves to the plasma 

using radiating horn, while second arm delivered the signal directly to LO-input of the I/Q mixer.  

Microwave radiation was linearly polarized along the plasma channel orientation. Radiating and 

detecting horns were mounted at the distance 6 cm from the plasma. The signal scattered from the 

plasma was received by the detecting horn, amplified and sent to the RF-input of I/Q mixer. The 

two outputs of the I/Q mixer were again amplified and captured on the oscilloscope. All 

components of the microwave system operated in the linear range of powers to ensure the 

measured response proportional to the amplitude of signal scattered from the plasma volume. The 

overall time response of the system was measured to be about 250 ps. 

Typical photographs of individual fs-laser-induced plasma event taken at 100, 400 and 700 ns 

after the laser pulse by ICCD camera with 5 ns exposure time are shown in Figure 2.3. 

Ti: Sapphire Laser 

OPA 

800 nm 
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Figure 2.3. Typical photographs of individual fs-laser-induced plasma event taken 

by ICCD camera at different moments of time after the laser pulse. A: 100 ns,  

B: 400ns, C: 700 ns. Exposure time 5 ns. 

2.3 Measurements of MPI cross-section of oxygen 

Spatial distribution of laser beam intensity was determined using beam profiler measurements 

conducted with a strongly attenuated laser beam. To this end, set of attenuator plates was used that 

reduced beam intensity manifold (about 2-3 orders of magnitude) to completely eliminate plasma 

creation. 
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Figure 2.4. Measurements of the laser beam properties for intensity in the center 

𝑰𝟎=2.68 x 1013 W/cm2. (a-b) 𝟏
𝒆𝟐⁄  radius of the laser beam at various z-locations.   

(c) Intensity autocorrelation function approximated by the Gaussian fit.  

(d) 2D spatial distribution of the laser beam intensity approximated by Gaussian fit  

𝑰𝒓(𝒓, 𝒛) = 𝑰𝟎
𝒘𝟎

𝟐

𝒘(𝒛)𝟐 𝒆
−

𝟐𝒓𝟐

𝒘(𝒛)𝟐 based on measured laser beam radius and Rayleigh length. 

(e) Photographs of laser-induced plasma taken at exposure time of 10 ns by ICCD 

camera. (f) Distribution of intensity radiated by the plasma plotted along the z-axis 

for two laser intensities. 

1
𝑒2⁄  radius of the beam measured using beam profiler at various z-locations is shown in Figure 

2.4(a-b). Location of beam waist refers to coordinate 𝑧 =0. Waist radius of in 𝑥 - and 𝑦 -directions 
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were 𝑅𝑥=92.17 μm and 𝑅𝑦=94.41 μm respectively. Average radius of the beam (𝑤) was chosen to 

satisfy condition 𝜋𝑤2 = 𝜋𝑅𝑥𝑅𝑦 at each measured 𝑧 -locations and was approximated by analytical 

function 𝑤(𝑧) = 𝑤0√1 + (
𝑧

𝑧𝑅
)

2
 with waist radius 𝑤0=93.28 m and Rayleigh length 𝑧𝑅=26.98 

mm to achieve the best fit of the experimental data. 

Temporal shape of the laser pulse was determined using measurements of intensity 

autocorrelation function by means of 2nd harmonic generation crystal. The autocorrelation function 

had nearly Gaussian shape with full width at half maximum (FWHM) equal to 𝐹𝑊𝐻𝑀𝜏 = 232 fs 

as shown in Figure 2.4(c). Thus, it was concluded that laser intensity in the time domain was also 

Gaussian with 𝐹𝑊𝐻𝑀𝑡 =
232 fs

√2
= 164 fs. Finally, temporal dependence of the laser intensity was 

approximated by Gaussian distribution 𝐼 ∝ 𝑒
−

𝑡2

𝜏2  with 𝜏 =
𝐹𝑊𝐻𝑀𝑡

2√ln 2
= 98.6 fs.  

Measured temporal and spatial parameters of the femtosecond laser pulse utilized in this work 

are summarized in the Table 1. Mean values averaged over the multiple measurements of the 

corresponding quantities and their standard errors are shown in the Table . 

Table 2.1. Measured time-space parameters of the laser pulse 

w0 1/e2 waist radius 93.280.66 μm 

zR Rayleigh length 26.980.33 mm 

𝜏 Temporal width 98.65.15 fs 

 

Optical images of the laser-induced plasma created by MPI of air were analyzed to demonstrate 

that nonlinear effects in the non-attenuated laser beam were small and, thus, intensity 
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approximation used in Eq. 2.3 Eq.  still applies when the plasma was on.  Typical photograph of 

the laser-induced plasma taken by ICCD camera (exposure time t=0-10 ns) is shown in Figure 

2.4(e) (energy in pulse 620 J, intensity at the beam center 𝐼0 = 2.68 × 1013 W/cm2). Figure 2.4 

(f) shows corresponding distribution of plasma radiation intensity along 𝑧 –axis for two laser 

intensities 𝐼0 = 2.68 × 1013 W/cm2 and 3.01 × 1013 W/cm2. It was observed that focal plane of 

the beam coincided with coordinate z=0 for 𝐼0 ≤ 2.68 × 1013 W/cm2. A shift of the focal plane 

toward the direction of the laser was observed for higher intensities, which can be explained by 

action of focusing Kerr nonlinearity. Based on that experimental evidence we have concluded that 

nonlinear effects (Kerr and plasma nonlinearities) were negligible for 𝐼0 ≤ 2.68 × 1013 W/cm2. 

Electron number generated by fs-laser laser pulse was measured using the RMS system shown 

in Figure 2.1. Figure 2.5(a) presents typical temporal evolution of number of electrons and 

amplitude of scattered microwave signal for two values of intensity 𝐼0 = 2.68 × 1013 W/cm2 and 

2.93 × 1013 W/cm2. Right and left vertical axes indicate signal directly measured by the RMS 

and total number of electrons in the plasma volume 𝑁𝑒 determined using approach described in 

Section 2.1. The plasma decayed faster for larger laser intensities, namely two-fold decay occurs 

at characteristic times of 2.5 ns and 2 ns for 𝐼0 = 2.68 × 1013 W/cm2 and 2.93 × 1013 W/cm2 

respectively. 
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Figure 2.5. Absolute measurements of parameters of MPI in air.  

(a) Temporal evolution of microwave signal scattered from the plasma 𝑼𝒐𝒖𝒕(𝒕)  

and total number of electrons in plasma volume 𝑵𝒆(𝒕). (b) Measured dependence of 

𝑵𝒆 immediately after the plasma creation vs. intensity at the beam center 𝑰𝟎. 

 (c) Comparison of theoretical and semi-empirical literature data with directly 

measured photoionization rate in this paper. Blue shaded area identifies range of 

intensities where pure MPI was observed 𝑵𝒆𝑰𝟎
𝟖. (d) Plasma density at the beam 

center 𝒏𝒆(𝟎, 𝟎) immediately after the laser pulse vs. intensity 𝑰𝟎. (e) 2D distribution 

of plasma density immediately after the laser pulse for 𝑰𝟎 = 𝟐. 𝟔𝟖 × 𝟏𝟎𝟏𝟑 𝑾/𝒄𝒎𝟐. 

Two distinct physical processes occurring on significantly different time scales can be traced 

on the Figure 2.5(a). The first process is the fast rise at the moment of plasma creation (around 
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t=0) associated with the laser pulse passing the waist region and reaching the peak value of 𝑁𝑒(𝑡). 

The characteristic time of plasma creation is approximately the time required for light to pass the 

Raleigh length around the beam waist, namely 
𝑧𝑅

𝑐
~0.1 ns. The second process is the decay of the 

plasma remaining after the laser pulse which occurs on characteristics times of about several 

nanoseconds according to the Figure 2.5 (a) (see Section 2.4). RMS diagnostic was unable to 

temporally resolve the precise details of plasma creation due comparable response time of the 

system used (about 0.25 ns). However, RMS system precisely measured 𝑁𝑒 peak value and 

following plasma decay 𝑁𝑒(𝑡) since plasma recombination is occurring on significantly slower 

time scale, namely several nanoseconds and, therefore, difference between the true peak value and 

the measured value is negligible. Note, the maximum electron number occurring immediately after 

the plasma creation is denoted as 𝑁𝑒 throughout the manuscript, while the plasma decay with time 

is written as 𝑁𝑒(𝑡) . Figure 2.5 (b) presents experimentally measured dependence of 𝑁𝑒 

immediately after the plasma creation vs. intensity at the beam center 𝐼0. This peak value 𝑁𝑒   is 

used to determine MPI cross-section 𝜎8. 

Now we will determine MPI cross-section 𝜎8 by fitting the measured dependence of 𝑁𝑒 vs. 𝐼0 

shown in Figure 2.5(b) using analytical expression Eq. 2.4. which shows that 𝑁𝑒 ∝ 𝐼0
8. RMS data 

shown Figure 2.5(b) indicates that 𝑁𝑒 ∝ 𝐼0
8 was satisfied with high accuracy at low intensities 

𝐼0 <2.71013 W/cm2 which represents a clear manifestation of the pure MPI regime. Deviation 

from the 𝐼0
8-law for higher intensities indicates departure from the pure MPI process at these 

higher 𝐼0, which can be explained by relative proximity of Keldysh parameter 𝛾 to 1 [top horizontal 

axis of the Figure 2.5(b)] and action of Kerr nonlinearity. Therefore, 𝑁𝑒 was fitted by the 𝐼0
8-law 

for intensities 𝐼0<2.71013 W/cm2 and MPI cross-section 𝜎8 was determined based on the fit of this 

initial segment of the dependence as shown by the blue line in Figure 2.5(b) using parameters of 
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the laser system measured above and density of molecular oxygen in the background air 

𝑛05.131018 cm-3. Finally, MPI cross-section was determined to be 𝜎8=(3.320.30)x10-130  W-

8m16s-1. 

2.4 Photoionization rate and plasma dynamics 

Next, we consider oxygen photoionization rates based on the measured data and compare them 

with data available in the literature. For laser beam center intensities 𝐼0 < 2.71013 W/cm2 (pure 

MPI regime), the dependence of photoionization rate can be readily plotted as 𝜈 = 𝜎8𝐼8 shown by 

the solid blue curve in Figure 2.5(c) using the value of 𝜎8 obtained above. Comparison with 

previously available data determined based on theoretical and semi-empirical approaches is also 

shown Figure 2.5(c).22,28  The semi-empirical predictions given in Ref. [22] underestimated the 

photoionization rates about 2-3 times, while purely theoretical predictions in Ref. [28] seems to 

slightly overestimate the rates. 

Experiments conducted here lay the foundations to determine plasma density distribution 

created in the fs-laser induced plasmas. The plasma density follows a Gaussian Distribution 

immediately after the laser pulse for the laser the Gaussian distribution used in this work can be 

written using Eq. 2.1 as: 𝑛𝑒(𝑟, 𝑧) = 𝜎8𝑛0 ∫ 𝐼(𝑟, 𝑧, 𝑡)8𝑑𝑡 = 𝑛𝑒(0,0)
𝑤0

2

𝑤(𝑧)2 𝑒
−

2𝑟2

𝑤(𝑧)2 . Integrating the 

left and right side of this expression relates the plasma density at the origin location immediately 

after the laser pulse  𝑛𝑒(0,0) with the directly measured quantities of 𝑁𝑒, 𝑤0 and 𝑧𝑅 by 𝑛𝑒(0,0) =

𝑁𝑒
231𝜋

1024∙16
𝜋𝑤0

2𝑧𝑅
. Figure 2.5(d) shows the dependence of 𝑛𝑒(0,0) on laser intensity. Figure 2.5 (e) shows 

the 2D distribution of plasma density 𝑛𝑒(𝑟, 𝑧)  for 𝐼0 = 2.68 × 1013 W/cm2. 
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Dr. M. N. Shneider has numerically simulated the plasma decay to validate our experimental 

measurements as shown in Figure 2.6. Plasma decay was simulated using a 1D axially symmetric 

model in radial direction which self-consistently integrates the Navier-Stokes, electron heat 

conduction, and electron-vibration energy transfer equations.70 The model accounts for 

recombination of molecular ions, attachment processes, formation and decay  of complex ions, 

electron energy losses due to electronic, vibrational excitations and elastic scattering. 
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Figure 2.6. Numerical simulations of plasma decay. Plasma decay of after fs-laser 

pulse for 𝑰𝟎 = 𝟐. 𝟕𝟏𝟎𝟏𝟑 𝑾/𝒄𝒎𝟐. (a) Plasma species (b) Electron, vibrational and 

gas temperatures. 

Simulated decay of the densities and temperatures of various plasma species at the point of 

origin are shown in Figure 2.6 for intensity in the beam center, 𝐼0 = 2.7 × 1013 W/cm2. 

Extremely fast (< 1ns) decrease of electron temperature to about 0.4 eV is associated with electron 

energy loss due to vibrational excitation of molecules, while slower later decay is governed by 

elastic collisions. Plasma density in the center decayed twice in about 3.2 ns, which is primarily 

dominated by dissociative and three-body recombination of molecular ions. Slightly faster plasma 
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decay times observed in the experiments (about 2.5 ns) might be related to presence of water vapor 

in the ambient air. 

In summary, we have presented methodology which is paving the way for precise 

determination of the physical constants of multi-photon ionization, namely cross-section and 

photoionization rate. The method utilizes precise measurement of the spatial and temporal 

distributions of the laser beam intensity and absolute measurement of total electron number in the 

plasma volume by means of elastic scattering of microwaves off the plasma volume and absolute 

calibration of the microwave system using dielectric scatterers. We have demonstrated capability 

of this method on the example of eight-photon ionization of molecular oxygen and determined the 

corresponding MPI cross-section to be 𝜎8=(3.320.30)10-130 W-8m16s-1. 

The results presented in this chapter were published in Refs. 1.1, 2.1 and 2.2 listed in the 

PUBLICATIONS section. 
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3. FS-LASER-INDUCED MULTIPHOTON IONIZATION IN VARIOUS 

GASES AT 1 ATM 

Modified from Paper published in  J. Appl. Phys. 125, 193301 (2019).  

Animesh Sharma, Mikhail N. Slipchenko, K. Arafat Rahman, Mikhail. N. Shneider & 

 Alexey Shashurin 

3.1 Experimental Details 

Schematic of the experimental setup is shown in Figure 3.1.  

 

Figure 3.1. Femtosecond laser experimental setup and RMS homodyne 

measurement system. Laser operates at 800 nm wavelength with 100 Hz repetition 

rate. HWP: half wave plate, TFP: thin film polarizer, PM: power meter, L: 1 m 

plano-convex lens. The RMS system based on homodyne architecture. For the 

dielectric scatterers, the output signal is recorded right after the mixer without 

additional amplification (32 dB power). Test gases: O2, Xe, Ar, N2, Kr, and CO. 
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A regeneratively amplified Ti:Sapphire laser system (Solstice Ace; Spectra Physics, Inc.) was 

used as the fs-laser source having 126 fs Gaussian temporal width at 800 nm wavelength, which 

was focused into a positive pressure chamber using a plano-convex spherical lens of 1 m focal 

length. The laser was operated at 100 Hz repetition rate. The diameter of the beam incident on the 

lens was 7 mm. A half wave plate and thin film polarizer were used to control the irradiance of the 

beam, which was measured using a laser power meter (Gentec-EO XLP12-3S-H2-DO) placed 

after the lens. The positive pressure chamber was made in-house. Thin polyethene film was used 

for the walls of the chamber. It had small apertures for entry and exit of the laser beam and to 

maintain a continuous flow of the gas. The duration of the pulse was measured using single shot 

autocorrelation (TiPA, Light Conversion, Inc.) and was logged throughout the experiment to 

ensure no drift in laser characteristics was taking place. For this work the measured beam waist 

and Rayleigh length were 𝑤𝑜=93.6 μm, 𝑧𝑅=26.9 mm, respectively. 

 

Figure 3.2. Response of the RMS system obtained from dielectric scatterer. 

Temporal evolution of microwave signal scattered due to Teflon bullet was used for 

calibration of the RMS system. 

For this experiment, a homodyne detection-based RMS system operating at frequency 10.75 

GHz was used to irradiate the plasma volume. The calibration of the RMS system was done by 

using Teflon dielectric bullets having a cylindrical shape with length 10 mm, diameter 3.175 mm 
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and relative permittivity 2.10. The bullet was propelled using a pneumatic gun through the 

microwave field. The path of dielectric scatterer was chosen to be same as the path of the laser 

beam in the later experiments. Figure 3.2 shows the output signal of the RMS system produced by 

Teflon bullet. The system calibration coefficient was found to be  

A =6.72× 105 VΩm−2.  

Experimental setup shown in Figure 3.3 was used to study the contribution of the non-linear 

processes in the laser beam propagation.72 The system used the same 1000 mm lens as used in the 

setup shown in Figure 3.1. The diverging beam after the focus was reflected from a pair of beam 

sampler onto a beam profiler. Each reflection reduced the intensity of the beam by 95%. 𝐷4𝜎 beam 

diameter was measured by Newport LBP2-VIS2 Laser Beam Profiler. Measurements of the beam 

diameter were made for different pulse energies at two locations after the focus. The details of the 

measurements and analysis of the results are presented below. 

Ti:Sapphire 
Laser

TFPHWP BP BS1

BS2

L

120 cm

z 

PM

z =0

 

Figure 3.3. Experimental system used to study contribution of the non-linear 

processes in the laser beam propagation. Beam profile was measured using laser 

beam profiler (BP) located at distance z=67 cm for different beam irradiances.  A 

pair of wedge beam samplers (BS) was used to reduce the irradiance of the beam 

after focus to prevent saturation of BP. 
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Photograph of the microwave system used in this experiment is shown in Figure 3.4. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.4. Photograph of the RMS system used in the experiment 
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3.2 Nonlinear optical effects 

The moment of inception of non-linear effects was determined using the setup shown in Figure 

3.3. To this end, the beam radius 𝑤 was measured in ambient air at a location after the focus, 

namely 𝑧=67 cm for different laser pulse energies. Figure 3.5 shows the dependence of beam radius 

vs. laser pulse energy and demonstrates three characteristic images of the beam profiles taken for 

𝐸0=80, 280 and 640 𝜇J. One can see that beam radius has saturated at 2.1mm with 5 % accuracy 

for 𝐸0 < 280 𝜇J. However, there is rapid decrease in size for 𝐸0 > 280μJ. The change in beam 

size can be seen in Figure 3.5 (b). The image is nearly identical for 𝐸0=80μJ and 280 μJ but 

for 𝐸0=640 μJ, the beam has reduced in size. The beam waist diameter was calculated using D4σ 

method. The reduction in the beam size is attributed to non-linear Kerr effect near the focal region 

(Kerr effect dominates over the plasma non-linearity at low end of laser irradiances).21,72 Thus, it 

can be concluded that threshold of non-linear effect inception in air corresponds to the laser pulse 

energy of 𝐸0=280 𝜇J and corresponding irradiance, 𝐼0=6.471012 W/cm2. 

 

Figure 3.5. Measurements of inception of non-linear optical effects in air. (a) 

Dependence of the laser beam radius 𝒘 = √(𝑫𝟒𝝈𝒙 ∙ 𝑫𝟒𝝈𝒚)/𝟒 at a location after the 

focus (𝒛=67 cm) vs. laser pulse energy 𝑬𝟎. (b) Images of the laser beam profiles for 

𝑬𝟎=80, 280 and 640  𝝁J. 
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3.3 Photoionization rates 

Based on the findings in Section 3.2, low laser pulse energies in the range of 220-300 J were 

used for determination of photoionization rate and electron number density in O2 as detailed below. 

The non-linear effects are negligible in that range of energies and, therefore, the Gaussian beam 

distribution in vicinity of the focal plane can be used 𝐼(𝑟, 𝑧, 𝑡) =

𝐼𝑜 (
𝑤𝑜

𝑤(𝑧)
)

2
𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−

2𝑟2

𝑤(𝑧)2) 𝑒𝑥𝑝 ((
𝑡−𝑡∗

 𝜏
)

2

) , 𝑤(𝑧) = 𝑤0√1 + (
𝑧

𝑧𝑅
)

2
, where τ is the characteristic 

temporal width of the beam (𝜏 = √2τGauss),  𝑤0  is the radius of beam waist and 𝑧𝑅 is the  Rayleigh 

length , 𝑟 is the radial distance from the beam axis, 𝑧 is the axial location and 𝑡 is the time, 𝐼0 is 

the beam irradiance at center (𝑟 = 0, 𝑧 = 0). Cross-section of eight-photon ionization of oxygen 

molecule 𝜎8 was determined directly from the measurements of spatial and temporal 

characteristics of the laser beam (𝜏, 𝑤𝑜 and 𝑧𝑅), measurements of 𝑁𝑒 by RMS system for different 

laser intensities, and using expression 𝑁𝑒 =
231𝜋

1024∙16
√

𝜋

8
𝜎8𝑛0𝜏𝜋𝑤0

2𝑧𝑅 ∙ 𝐼0
8 following the 

methodology described in detail in Section 2.1. It was observed that proportionality law 𝑁𝑒 ∝ 𝐼0
8 

was satisfied with high accuracy in experiments. Multiphoton ionization rate of O2 at atmospheric 

pressure (defined as 𝜈 = 𝜎8𝐼8) and plasma density in the centre of the plasma spark (𝑛𝑒0 =

𝑁𝑒
231𝜋

1024∙16
𝜋𝑤0

2𝑧𝑅
) are plotted in  
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Figure 3.6. Multiphoton ionization of oxygen by femtosecond laser pulse 

(wavelength 800 nm) vs. irradiance at the waist 𝑰𝒐. The Keldysh parameter is shown 

on the top horizontal axis. (a) Multiphoton ionization rate,  

(b) Plasma density vs. irradiance at the center. 

Figure 3.7 presents log-log plot of the total number of electrons in the plasma after laser pulse 

as a function of laser pulse energy in Xe, O2, Kr, CO, N2, and Ar. These experiments were conducted 

at atmospheric pressure and intensities when Gaussian beam intensity distribution does not apply 

due to non-linear phenomena. Therefore, in these experiments, only temporal dynamics of total 

number of electrons 𝑁𝑒(𝑡) was determined without making any additional assumptions on the 

intensity distribution in the laser beam.  
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Figure 3.7. Total number of electrons generated by photoionization of different 

gases by laser pulse having Gaussian duration 126 fs and 7 mm diameter focused 

using 1,000 mm lens 

 

One can observe the following features in Figure 3.7. Firstly, the energy requirement for 

electron generation in various gases increases going from left to right in Figure 3.7 and the total 

number of electrons produced by the laser pulse in all gases increases as a power function of pulse 

energy. Deviation in power law is seen at higher energies in Xe, O2, Kr and CO. Xe is ionized the 

most to produce the highest number of electrons from the same pulse energy compared to other 

gases in the experiment whereas N2 produces the least. Secondly, the ionization of Xe is ~2 orders 

of magnitude greater than O2 for 220 μJ after which electrons generation in Xe significantly 

flattens. Electron numbers generated in Ar (ℰ𝑖 =15.7 eV) is 1.5 times greater that N2 (ℰ𝑖 =15.6 eV) 

for the energy range 450-700 J, where ℰ𝑖 is the first ionization potential. Ionization in CO is 10 

times greater than Kr at lower pulse energies (240 J) and the difference decreases to 2.5 times 

(370 J). Further increasing the pulse energies results in increasing difference in the electron 

production. Thirdly, at higher pulse energies the electron production starts to saturate. The 
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saturation sets in at 180 J in Xe, 370 J in Kr, 320 J in O2 and 400 J in CO. In N2 and Ar, there 

is no onset of saturation for the pulse energies used in the experiments. The saturation in electron 

production seen in Xe, O2, Kr and CO is attributed to the defocusing of the laser by the plasma 

filament itself.72,28,70,22 Increasing the pulse energy, increases the electrons number and 

consequently, the electron density in the plasma filament. The plasma defocusing reduces the laser 

intensity and limits the ionization. 

3.4 Plasma decay 

Temporal decay of electrons is presented in Error! Reference source not found.. Electron 

decay in Ar, Kr, Xe, and N2 can be explained by analysis of two competing processes, namely, 

creation of new electrons by ionization of the metastable atoms 𝑀∗ (where 𝑀 = Ar, Kr, Xe, or N2) 

at collision with electrons and loss of the electrons due to almost instant conversion of  𝑀+ to 𝑀2
+ 

and following dissociative recombination. 

 𝜕𝑛𝑒

𝜕𝑡
= 𝑘𝑛𝑒𝑛𝑀∗ − 𝛽𝑛𝑒

2     Eq. 3.1 

 

 

 

Figure 3.8. Temporal evolution of electron numbers in different gases (a) Ar, (b) Kr, (c) Xe, 

(d) N2 (e) O2, (f) CO 
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Figure 3.8. Continued 

 

 

 

 

In Xe and N2 the recombination term remains dominant throughout the plasma decay 𝛽𝑛𝑒 >

𝑘𝑛𝑀∗, so that number of plasma electrons always decreased with time. Anomalous temporal 

evolution of 𝑁𝑒 was observed in Ar and Kr; namely, one can see that 𝑁𝑒 continues to increase even 

after the laser pulse. This behavior can be potentially explained by high metastable density 𝑛𝑀∗ 
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and thus dominant role of the ionization term immediately after the laser pulse 𝛽𝑛𝑒 > 𝑘𝑛𝑀∗. Thus, 

𝜕𝑛𝑒

𝜕𝑡
>0 immediately after the laser pulse and number of plasma electrons increased correspondingly. 

On later stage of the decay, number of metastable atoms decreased and recombination term started 

to dominate, causing further reduction of 𝑁𝑒 with time. Time corresponding to the peak value of 

𝑁𝑒 can be used to estimate the plasma density in the laser-induced plasma. Indeed, 𝑡𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘 = 1/𝛽𝑛𝑒, 

so using  𝛽 ≈10-7 cm3/s 65 and experimentally observed 𝑡𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘~10 ns, the plasma density can be 

estimated as 𝑛𝑒 ~1015 cm-3. 

O2 and CO are characterized by high electron affinity, so additional electron loss mechanism, 

electron attachment, must be added to the right-hand side of the Eq. 3.1: −𝜈𝑎𝑛𝑒.  In these gases, 

electron attachment mechanism dominates the overall electron loss and causes significantly faster 

𝑁𝑒 decay observed on the time scale ~ 1 ns in the experiments shown in Error! Reference source 

not found.(e) and Error! Reference source not found.(f). These decay times can be supported 

by the theoretical estimations. The rate of three-body attachment electron to oxygen molecule can 

be calculated using 𝜈𝑎 = 𝑘𝑂2
∙ 𝑛𝑂2 

2 . The reaction constant 𝑘𝑂2
=2.510-30 cm6/s 65,56 gives the 

electron attachment rate 𝜈𝑎 ≈109 s-1 and corresponding electron decay time   𝜏𝑎 =
1

𝜈𝑎
 ≈1 ns. 

In summary, we have measured the total number of electrons created by intense near-infrared 

femtosecond laser pulse in O2, Xe, Ar, N2, Kr and CO at atmospheric pressure. The method is based 

on elastic scattering of microwaves off the plasma volume and absolute calibration of the 

microwave system using dielectric scatterers with known properties. Point of inception of non-

linear optical effects in air was determined and photoionization rate in oxygen was determined for 

lower laser intensities (< 6.471012 W/cm2). Electron decay after the laser pulse was consistent 

with competition of two processes, namely, creation of new electrons by ionization of the 
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metastable atoms at collisions with electrons and electron loss due to dissociative recombination 

and attachment to oxygen. The tabulated data of experimentally measured electron numbers 

generated in a laser induced spark provides accurate way for validation of physical models and 

provides input for simulation of these processes. 

The results presented in this chapter were published in Refs.  1.3 and 2.3 listed in the 

PUBLICATIONS section. 
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4. REMPI-RMS DIAGNOSTICS OF CO AT ELEVATED PRESSURES 

Modified from article accepted with minor revisions  

Animesh Sharma, Erik L. Braun, Adam R. Patel, Mikhail N. Slipchenko , K. Arafat Rahman, 

Mikhail N. Shneider , and Alexey Shashurin 

4.1 Four energy level model of CO molecule 

We will consider a four (4) energy level model of CO molecule being irradiated by 230.1 

photons in a fs-laser pulse.45 Simultaneous absorption of two photons excites the molecules from 

the ground state 1 to the state 3 (𝐵1Σ+), and an additional photon absorption causes ionization 

(state 4). The system of equations governing the population densities in each level is given below. 

 

 𝑑𝑛1

𝑑𝑡
=  −𝑊13𝑛1  + (𝑄21 + 𝐴21)𝑛2 + (𝑊31 + 𝑄31 + 𝐴31)𝑛3 

𝑑𝑛2

𝑑𝑡
= −(𝑄21 + 𝐴21)𝑛2 + (𝑄32 + 𝐴32)𝑛3 

𝑑𝑛3

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑊13𝑛1 − (𝑊31 + 𝑄31 + 𝐴31 + 𝑄32 + 𝐴32 + 𝑃𝑖𝑜𝑛)𝑛3 

𝑑𝑛4

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑃𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑛3 

Eq. 4.1 

 

where 𝑛𝑖 - the number density of CO molecules in 𝑖𝑡ℎ level, 𝑊13- rate of the two-photon absorption 

(from level 1 to 3), 𝑄𝑖𝑗  - quenching rates from 𝑖𝑡ℎ to 𝑗𝑡ℎ level, 𝐴𝑖𝑗 - rates for spontaneous emission  

and 𝑃𝑖𝑜𝑛- ionization rate from level 3. The two-photon absorption rate 𝑊13 and the ionization rate 

𝑃𝑖𝑜𝑛 can be expanded as follows: 
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 𝑊13 = 𝜎2𝐼2 

𝑃𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 𝜎𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐼 

Eq. 4.2 

 

where 𝜎2 is the cross section for the TPA process and 𝜎𝑖𝑜𝑛 is the cross-section for the ionization 

process 

The evolution of number density of CO molecules in the resonant state 𝑛3 and electron number 

density (equal to that of CO ions 𝑛𝑒 = 𝑛+ = 𝑛4) will be now considered in more details since these 

parameters govern signals directly measured by the LIF and MS diagnostics. Specifically, the rate 

equations for the corresponding quantities can be re-written by combining the various Qij and Aij 

together to the form:73   

 
𝑑𝑛3

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑊13𝑛1 − (𝑊13 + 𝐴 + 𝑄 + 𝑃𝑖𝑜𝑛)𝑛3 

𝑑𝑛𝑒

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑃𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑛3 

Eq. 4.3 

 

System of equations (4) can be further simplified based on order of magnitude analysis of the rates 

reported in literature and eliminating the negligible terms. Analysis of the available data indicates 

that, for the case of fs-laser (pulse duration 𝜏=126 fs~10-13 s), terms 𝑊13𝑛3, 𝐴𝑛3and 𝑄𝑛3 can be 

neglected compared to the 
𝑑𝑛3

𝑑𝑡
~ 

𝑛3

𝜏
 since  𝑊13𝜏 ≪ 1, 𝐴𝜏 ≪ 1 𝑄𝜏 ≪ 1, while term 𝑃𝑖𝑜𝑛𝜏 can be 

potentially significant. Indeed, the two-photon absorption rate 𝑊13 can be expanded as a product 

of cross-section and laser irradiances, and  for laser pulse having a wide linewidth (~200 cm-1) 

significantly larger compared to the width of the transition (~0.2 cm-1) it can be estimated as 
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𝑊13 ~107 s-1.74,75 The quenching rate is proportional to the pressure (𝑄/𝑝 = 8 MHz/Torr), so that 

𝑄~109 − 1010 s-1.76 The spontaneous emission is typically determined from the radiative decay 

time (𝐴 = 1/𝜏𝐴~108 s-1).77 Limited data on the  ionization cross-section values can be found in 

Ref. [78]. Finally, the system of equations 4.3 can be reduced to the form: 

 

 𝑑𝑛3

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑊13𝑛1 − 𝑃𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑛3 

𝑑𝑛𝑒

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑃𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑛3 

Eq. 4.4 

 

Signals measured by the LIF and MS diagnostics are governed by the system of equations 4.4. 

The solutions of 4.4 can be analyzed in two operation regimes:  

• Excitation-dominated case (𝑃𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝜏 ≪ 1). In this case, majority of the CO molecules 

participated in the TPA are in the excited state 3 by the end of the laser pulse, while fraction 

of those being ionized is low. These conditions are satisfied when the photoionization rate 

𝑃𝑖𝑜𝑛 is low, so that term 𝑃𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑛3 ≪
𝑑𝑛3

𝑑𝑡
 and can be neglected.  The number of excited CO 

molecules 𝑛3 is increasing linearly with time throughout the entire laser pulse duration and 

does not reach steady-state. The solutions of (5) for number densities 𝑛3 and 𝑛𝑒 and 

corresponding scaling laws can be written as: 

 

 𝑛3 = 𝑊13𝜏𝑛𝐶𝑂 ∝ 𝐼2𝑛𝐶𝑂 

𝑛𝑒 = 𝑃𝑖𝑜𝑛𝜏𝑛3 ∝ 𝐼3𝑛𝐶𝑂 

𝑛𝐶𝑂 ≫ 𝑛3 ≫ 𝑛𝑒 

Eq. 4.5 
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where 𝐼 is laser intensity. Finally, local relations for the number densities 𝑛3 and 𝑛𝑒 can be 

expanded into the approximate scaling laws for actual quantities measured by LIF and MS 

techniques assuming that laser beam absorption and nonlinear optical effects are small 

along the entire propagation path: 

  

 𝑆𝐿𝐼𝐹 ∝ 𝐸2𝑛𝐶𝑂/𝑄 ∝ 𝐸2𝑛𝐶𝑂/𝑝 

𝑁𝑒 ∝ 𝐸3𝑛𝐶𝑂 

Eq. 4.6 

 

• Ionization dominated case (𝑃𝑖𝑜𝑛𝜏 ≫ 1). In this case, majority of the CO molecules 

participated in the TPA are ionized by the end of the laser pulse, while fraction of those 

being in excited state 3 is low. These conditions are satisfied when the photoionization rate 

is high so that 𝑛3 does saturate at 𝑡~
1

𝑃𝑖𝑜𝑛
 after the laser pulse initiation at value: 𝑛3 =

𝑊13

𝑃𝑖𝑜𝑛
 𝑛1. Electron number density can be expressed as 𝑛𝑒 = 𝑃𝑖𝑜𝑛𝜏 𝑛3 = 𝑊13𝜏 𝑛1. The 

number densities 𝑛3 and 𝑛𝑒 and corresponding scaling laws can be written as: 

 

 
𝑛3 =

𝑊13

𝑃𝑖𝑜𝑛
 𝑛𝐶𝑂 ∝ 𝐼𝑛𝐶𝑂 

𝑛𝑒 = 𝑊13𝜏 𝑛𝐶𝑂 ∝ 𝐼2𝑛𝐶𝑂 

𝑛𝐶𝑂 ≫ 𝑛𝑒 ≫ 𝑛3 

Eq. 4.7 

  

Similarly, the scaling laws for the actual quantities measured by LIF and MS techniques 

can be written as:  
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 𝑆𝐿𝐼𝐹 ∝ 𝐸𝑛𝐶𝑂/𝑄 ∝ 𝐸𝑛𝐶𝑂/𝑝 

𝑁𝑒 ∝ 𝐸2𝑛𝐶𝑂 

Eq. 4.8 

 

One can see from this analysis, that photoionization deexcitation pathway cannot overpower 

the fluorescence in case of pressure increase. Indeed, the probabilities of the CO molecule to be 

ionized/excited are determined by the laser intensity only and independent of the pressure. 

Therefore, increase of pressure (at constant mole fraction) causes proportional increase of number 

density of excited CO molecules 𝑛3 contributing to the fluorescence. Finally, the LIF signal 

regardless of particular regime (excitation- of ionization-dominated) remains constant with the 

pressure increase since increase of number of 𝑛3 ∝ 𝑛𝐶𝑂 is exactly compensated by the proportional 

increase of 𝑝. 

4.2 Experimental Details 

In this study, a cavity dumped, q-switched regeneratively amplified Ti-sapphire laser having 

800 nm wavelength, ~100 fs full width half-maximum temporal width, operating at 1 kHz pule 

repetition rate was used as a source. The beam from the source was sent to an optical parametric 

amplifier and after several mixing processes the desired wavelength of 230.1nm was obtained, the 

detail of which are presented in Ref. [17]. The beam was focused using 150 mm cylindrical lens 

into high pressure test cell as shown schematically in Figure 4.1. The test cell had optical access 

provided by four UV fused silica windows, 38.1 mm in diameter and 12.7 mm in thickness. Some 

experiments at atmospheric pressure were conducted in an in-house made positive pressure 

chamber fabricated from thin polythene sheets and equipped with apertures for entry and exit of 

the laser beam as shown schematically in Figure 4.2. 
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The number of electrons generated from REMPI were measured using a single horn microwave 

scattering systems implemented using a homodyne architecture. Microwaves from source at 10.75 

GHz were split in two arms. One arm was connected to a circulator output of which was amplified 

and transmitted via WR 75 standard gain horn antenna with a 10dB nominal gain. The horn was 

oriented such that the electric field was along the longer dimension of the plasma. The scattering 

signal was collected by the same horn and was amplified before being connected to RF port of I/Q 

mixer. The second arm from the splitter was amplified and connected to LO port of the I/Q mixer. 

The two outputs of the I/Q mixer were further amplified and connected to a digital oscilloscope 

for acquisitions. 

Experiments were conducted in CO/N2 mixtures at pressures 1, 3 and 5 bar and CO fractions 

of 4%, 6%, 20% and 100% as detailed 

 

Figure 4.1. Schematic of the experimental REMPI arrangement with RMS 

measurement system in test cell. 
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The optical components such as the windows and lens were individually calibrated. The 

transmission coefficient for each was calculated as the ratio of energy entering the component and 

leaving the component. The transmission coefficient for the entry window (85.85%), exit window 

(86.72%) and the focusing lens (70.87%) were found the be invariant in the wavelength and 

energies used for this study. The experiment to determine the energy absorbed at the beam 

propagation through the test cell were conducted by measuring the power before the focusing lens 

and leaving the chamber after the exit window. The transmission coefficients were then used to 

determine laser energy inside the chamber right after the entry window and before the exit window. 
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Figure 4.2. Schematic of the experimental REMPI arrangement with RMS 

measurement system in positive pressure chamber. 

 

Photographs of the laser system and test cell used in experiments are shown in Figure 4.3 and 

Figure 4.4, respectively.  
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Figure 4.3. Photograph of the laser system used in experiments. 

 

 

Figure 4.4. Photograph of the test cell along with the pumping system used in 

experiments. 
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4.3 Experimental demonstration of REMPI-RMS method 

The exact wavelength corresponding to the 2+1 REMPI of CO was determined by means of 

spectral scanning of the laser and simultaneous monitoring of the REMPI-induced electron 

numbers by the RMS technique. The typical temporal evolution of the RMS signal and number of 

electrons generated by 12 J laser pulse in 5 bar of 20% CO is presented in Figure 4.5(a), and the 

maximal value at t0 is proportional to the number of electrons produced by the laser pulse since 

collisional processes and avalanche ionization are disabled for the short fs-laser pulse used in this 

work. Figure 4.5(b) presents the number of the laser-generated electrons as function of the laser 

wavelength expressed in relative units, and one can see that it peaked at 230.1 nm corresponding 

to 2+1 REMPI of CO.  The FWHM of the resonant curve was ~ 1.2 nm. The laser was tuned 

exactly to 230.1 nm in the subsequent experiments. 

 

Figure 4.5 (a) Temporal evolution of RMS signal and electron number produced by 

the laser pulse at 230.1 nm (5 bar, 20% CO, 12 J) , (b) Number of the REMPI-

generated electrons as function of the laser wavelength expressed in relative units.  
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The number of REMPI-generated electrons at 230.1 nm (𝑁𝑒) in CO/N2 mixtures at pressures 

1, 3 and 5 bar and selective CO fractions of 4%, 6%, 20% and 100% are shown in Figure 4.6. One 

can see that Ne increased with the laser pulse energy 𝐸0 which can be explained by the higher laser 

intensity in the focal region and, therefore, higher photoionization rates. The average plasma 

volume was estimated 310-3 cm3 based on ICCD photography and, therefore, average electron 

number density was in the range 1013-1014 cm-3 for the experimental conditions used in this work. 

  

 

Figure 4.6. The number of REMPI-generated electrons (𝑵𝒆) in CO/N2 mixtures at 

pressures 1, 3, and 5 bar and selective CO fractions of 4%, 6%, 10%, 20%, and 

100% as function of laser pulse energy 𝑬𝟎. (a) 1 bar, (b) 3 bars, (c) 5 bars. 
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One practical way to analyze the data presented above is to plot 𝑁𝑒  vs. CO number density 

(𝑛𝐶𝑂) for the different laser pulse energies as shown in Figure 4.7.  One can see that the data points 

for the different pressures collapsed to a single curve which is fully-governed by the 𝑛𝐶𝑂 value. 

This fact indicates that number of REMPI-generated electrons is governed by 𝑛𝐶𝑂 only and 

independent of the amount of the buffer gas (for the tested pressure range 𝑝=1-5 bars). This effect 

can be associated to the selectivity of the REMPI process which mainly ionizes CO molecules and 

leaves the buffer gas particles unaffected. 

 

 

Figure 4.7. The number of REMPI-generated electrons (𝑵𝒆) in CO/N2 mixtures as 

function CO number density (𝒏𝑪𝑶) for different laser pulse energies. (a) 12  𝝁J, 

(b) 14 𝝁J, (c) 16 𝝁J. 
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Additionally, Figure 4.7 indicates that number of REMPI-generated electrons increased 

proportionally with 𝑛𝐶𝑂 up to about 𝑛𝐶𝑂51018 cm-3 and then started to saturate. This behavior 

can be attributed to reduction of the laser beam energy reaching the focal zone as 𝑛𝐶𝑂 increases 

due to the two-photon absorption occurring along the path of the laser beam propagation. This 

effect will be analyzed and quantified in details below in the next section. 

The effect reported in Figure 4.7 that the number of REMPI-generated electrons is fully-

governed by the 𝑛𝐶𝑂 and independent of the amount of the buffer gas for the range of pressures 

𝑝=1-5 bar has practical importance and can be used for diagnostic purposes. Indeed, linear portion 

of the curves presented in the Figure 4.7 (for 𝑛𝐶𝑂≤51018 cm-3) can be used as a calibration plot for 

the measurements of 𝑛𝐶𝑂 in CO-containing mixtures at pressures up to 5 bar. Specifically, the 

number of REMPI-generated electrons 𝑁𝑒 should be first measured in the mixture under test by 

means of the RMS technique for a given laser pulse energy 𝐸0, and then corresponding 𝑛𝐶𝑂 should 

be determined from the calibration curve. The laser pulse energy can be chosen based on the 

specific requirements to the sensitivity and dynamic range of the 𝑛𝐶𝑂 measurement. Specifically, 

larger laser pulse energies are associated with higher sensitivity while smaller maximal measurable 

𝑛𝐶𝑂 value. 

4.4 Discussion of scaling laws: 2+1 REMPI and fluorescence 

We will now analyze and discuss the experimentally observed trends of 𝑁𝑒 vs. laser pulse 

energy and 𝑁𝑒 vs. 𝑛𝐶𝑂 presented in Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7  in conjunction with four (4) energy 

level model of CO molecule presented in Section 4.1.  
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The number of the REMPI-generated electrons followed nearly 𝑁𝑒 ∝ 𝐸~(2.5−3) according to 

the data presented in Figure 4.6. This allows to conclude the excitation-dominated regime in 

vicinity of the beam focal plane then the excitation dominates over the ionization (𝑛3 > 𝑛𝑐𝑜
+ =

𝑛𝑒), and the following scaling laws for number of REMPI-generated electron and LIF signal: 𝑁𝑒 ∝

𝐸3𝑛𝐶𝑂 and 𝑆𝐿𝐼𝐹 ∝ 𝐸2𝑛𝐶𝑂/𝑄 ∝ 𝐸2𝑛𝐶𝑂/𝑝 as detailed in Section 4.1. 

We will now focus on scaling of 𝑁𝑒 with 𝑛𝐶𝑂 presented in Figure 4.7. Firstly, initial linear 

portion of the dependence and its slope are consistent with 𝑁𝑒 ∝ 𝐸3𝑛𝐶𝑂 scaling law in excitation-

dominated regime. Indeed, one can see that 30 % increase of the laser pulse energy from 12 to 16 

J led to about two-fold increase in the slope from 1.910-8 to 3.810-8cm3 which agrees with the 

scaling law. 

Secondly, to explain the saturation onset of the 𝑁𝑒 vs. 𝑛𝐶𝑂 dependence experimentally 

demonstrated in Figure 4.7 for 𝑛𝐶𝑂 >51018 cm-3, the measurements of the laser pulse energy 

absorbed in the TPA process during the passage through the CO/N2 gaseous mixture (∆𝐸𝑇𝑃𝐴) were 

conducted. ∆𝐸𝑇𝑃𝐴 was determined by subtracting the actual energy entering the gas volume 𝐸 from 

that exiting the gas volume measured using the methodology described in Section 4.2. The results 

of these measurements are shown in Figure 4.8. Specifically, Figure 4.8(a) shows fraction of the 

energy loss ∆𝐸𝑇𝑃𝐴/𝐸 expressed in percent vs. 𝑛𝐶𝑂 for various laser pulse energies, and one can 

see that ∆𝐸𝑇𝑃𝐴/𝐸 increased with 𝑛𝐶𝑂 and reached about 10-15% at 𝑛𝐶𝑂 = (5-7)1018 cm-3 for the 

tested range of laser pulse energies. Due to fast cubic increase of 𝑁𝑒 with laser energy 𝑁𝑒 ∝ 𝐸3𝑛𝐶𝑂 

in the excitation-dominated regime, one should expect deviation from the initial linear scaling of 

𝑁𝑒 with 𝑛𝐶𝑂 even at relatively small laser absorption levels. Indeed, if simple criteria for the 

saturation onset of 30-50% drop of the initial linear scaling factor is chosen, one should expect the 

onset when just 10-20% of the laser pulse energy is absorbed. The laser absorption data presented 
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in Figure 4.8(a) indicates then that the saturation onset should be expected at 𝑛𝐶𝑂 = (5-7)1018 cm-

3, which agrees well with the experimental findings in Figure 4.7. 

 

 

Figure 4.8. Laser energy loss data due to the TPA process in CO/N2 mixture. (a) 

Fraction of the energy loss ∆𝐸𝑇𝑃𝐴/𝐸 expressed in percent vs. 𝑛𝐶𝑂 for various laser 

pulse energies. (b) and (c) Number of REMPI-generated electrons (𝑵𝒆), number of 

photons consumed for ionization 𝑵𝒑𝒉→𝒊𝒐𝒏 = 𝟑𝑵𝒆 , and number of photons absorbed 

in the TPA process in CO/N2 mixture 𝑵𝒑𝒉→𝑻𝑷𝑨 as function of laser pulse energy 𝑬𝟎 

for 3 and 5 bars. 
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The laser pulse absorption measurements allow also to directly quantify fractions of excited 

(𝑁3) and ionized (𝑁+ = 𝑁𝑒) CO molecules after the laser pulse passage. Figure 4.8(b) and Figure 

4.8 (c) shows ∆𝐸𝑇𝑃𝐴 and corresponding number of photons absorbed in the TPA process as the 

laser beam passes through the test cell determined as 𝑁𝑝ℎ→𝑇𝑃𝐴 =
∆𝐸𝑇𝑃𝐴

ℎ𝜈
, where 𝜈 – laser frequency 

and ℎ- Planck constant. These absorbed photons can contribute to production of either ionized and 

excited CO molecules in the mixture right at the end of the laser pulse since other transitions are 

disabled on the time scale of the short fs-laser pulse as discussed in Section 4.1. Specifically, each 

ionization consumes three photons, while each excitation act consumes two photons, so it can be 

written: 𝑁𝑝ℎ→𝑇𝑃𝐴 = 𝑁𝑝ℎ→𝑖𝑜𝑛 + 𝑁𝑝ℎ→𝑒𝑥𝑐 = 3𝑁+ + 2𝑁3. Figure 4.8 shows the number of photons 

required to create 𝑁𝑒 electrons which was plotted as 𝑁𝑝ℎ→𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 3𝑁𝑒 based on the RMS data. One 

can see that total number of photons 𝑁𝑝ℎ→𝑇𝑃𝐴 was about 3-fold larger than 𝑁𝑝ℎ→𝑖𝑜𝑛:  𝑁𝑝ℎ→𝑇𝑃𝐴 ≈

3𝑁𝑝ℎ→𝑖𝑜𝑛, and thus, number of the excited molecules was about 3-fold lager than number of the 

ionized molecules 𝑁3 ≈ 3𝑁+. 

4.5 Applicability limits of REMPI-RMS technique 

In general, measurements by the proposed REMPI-RMS technique are practically feasible only 

within the region of linear scaling of  𝑁𝑒 with 𝑛𝐶𝑂 (see Figure 4.7). From one hand, this requires 

to stay prior to the saturation onset of the dependence shown in Figure 4.7.  The saturation onset 

corresponds to substantial laser energy absorption while it passes through the gaseous mixture, 

and, therefore, one requirement for the applicability of REMPI-RMS technique is to satisfy of the 

low-absorption criteria ∆𝐸𝑇𝑃𝐴/𝐸<<1. From the other hand, sufficiently large slope of the 

dependence 𝑁𝑒 vs. 𝑛𝐶𝑂 is needed to enable measurements of low 𝑛𝐶𝑂 values.  
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High end of the measurable 𝑛𝐶𝑂-range is associated with use of laser intensity sufficiently low 

to satisfy the low-absorption criteria ∆𝐸𝑇𝑃𝐴/𝐸<<1, while remaining within the sensitivity limit of 

the RMS system. Indeed, highest 𝑛𝐶𝑂 value measurable with the system developed in this work 

was 𝑛𝐶𝑂=51018 cm-3. To enable the measurement of 10-fold larger 𝑛𝐶𝑂, it would require to reduce 

laser energy 10 times to keep satisfying the low-absorption criteria since ∆𝐸𝑇𝑃𝐴/𝐸 ∝ 𝐸𝑛𝐶𝑂. This 

in turn would reduce number of electrons and RMS signal about 100 times since 𝑁𝑒 ∝ 𝐸3𝑛𝐶𝑂. We 

estimate that upper limit of 𝑛𝐶𝑂=1020 cm-3 is feasible for the REMPI-RMS technique but future 

experiments are required to confirm this. 

Low end of the measurable 𝑛𝐶𝑂-range is associated with use of high laser intensities limited 

by the nonlinear optical phenomena. In this work we utilized moderate laser intensities (~1010 

W/cm2 as shown in Figure 4.8) in the focal region followed these used in recent TP-LIF 

experiments in Ref [48]. In principle, these intensities can be substantially increased (2 orders of 

magnitude) by utilization of the spherical lens rather than cylindrical and increase of the laser pulse 

energy (see Sections 2 and 2.4). The 100-fold increase of the laser intensity in the focal region 

would allows 106 times reduction of the 𝑛𝐶𝑂 value while keeping same electron number density 

~1014 cm-3 due to the scaling law 𝑛𝑒 ∝ 𝐼3𝑛𝐶𝑂
3. The electron number density of the order 1014 cm-3 

was achieved in this work using cylindrical lens, while this is still within the sensitivity limits of 

the RMS system even if spherical lens is used based on the data reported in Sections 2 and 2.4. 

Finally, we estimate that low limit of 𝑛𝐶𝑂 ~1011 cm3 is feasible by means of increase of laser 

intensity to ~1012 W/cm2 in the focal region. Low-absorption requirement ∆𝐸𝑇𝑃𝐴/𝐸<<1 will be 

automatically satisfied in this case. Also, it is worth noting that ionization-dominated regime can 

be approached at these high intensities (𝑃𝑖𝑜𝑛𝜏 ≥ 1).    
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These preliminary considerations show that 𝑛𝐶𝑂 can be measured in a large range of 𝑛𝐶𝑂=1011-

1020 cm-3 by means REMPI-RMS technique if laser intensity in the focal region is properly tuned. 

Further experiments are needed to determine this range precisely. In addition, particular choice of 

the laser pulse spatial and temporal properties, and optical components utilized in the system can 

be tailored for each the specific experiment to further expand the measurable range of 𝑛𝐶𝑂.  

4.6 Spatially-resolved measurements with REMPI-RMS technique 

Preliminary experiments demonstrating feasibility of spatially-resolved measurements by 

REMPI-RMS technique were conducted in atmospheric air using MPI induced by 800 nm photons. 

The Ti:Sapphire laser operating at 800 nm having Gaussian temporal width of 126 fs at 1 kHz 

repetition frequency. The beam was focused and reflected using a series of planoconvex lens and 

plane mirrors to create plasma at three locations separated by 1.5 cm. The beam is first passed first 

through a 500 mm lens then through a 250 mm lens and finally a 300 mm lens. Standard 

homodyne-based two-horn RMS system at 10.75 GHz described in more details in Section 3.1 was 

utilized in these experiments.  
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Figure 4.9. Experimental setup for creating and detecting multiple induced sparks   

The photograph of system in operation is shown in Figure 4.10. One can see series of three 

sparks induced by the single laser pulse.  

 

Figure 4.10. Series of three sparks created in air using single 800 nm fs-laser pulse 

separated about 1.5 cm apart 
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Figure 4.11 presents the output signal measured by the RMS system. The three peaks 

correspond to the three laser-induced sparks produced as result of the consecutive reflections of 

the laser pulse by the mirrors. The peaks have two characteristic time scales. Each peak has a fast 

rise time of ~0.5 ns indicating moment of plasma creation by the laser pulse and subsequent plasma 

decay on the scale ~1 ns. The temporal separation between the peaks corresponds to the time for 

light to travel from one focal location to the other. Specifically, peak P1 corresponds to the laser 

focusing produced by 500 mm lens, P2 is due to 250 mm lens and P3 is due to 300 mm lens. 

 

Figure 4.11.  Output of RMS system from detection of three consecutive laser sparks. P1, 

P2 and P3 are produced by 500mm, 250mm and 300mm plano-convex lens respectively. 

There are several reasons affecting amplitude each individual peak. First, each spark is 

positioned uniquely with respect to the radiation/detecting horn of the RMS system. Therefore, the 

strength of the detected signal varies depending on the distance from the spark to the horn. 

Individual location of each spark defines a unique calibration constant to be used for 

transformation from the RMS signal to absolute number of electrons. Second, large probing 

volume increases the RMS signal since it is proportional to the plasma volume.  Specifically, the 

P1 500 mm lens has the larger probe volume in comparison with P2 250 mm lens and P3 300 mm 
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lens. Third, there is a finite loss of the laser pulse energy in the mirrors since the mirrors are not 

fully reflective.  

Therefore, the idea of the spatially-resolved measurements are as follows. Single laser pulse 

can be used to create series of laser sparks at different spatial locations. The calibration constant 

relating signal at particular spark to the absolute number of electrons can be determined for each 

spark in the series using standard approach of dielectric scatterers used throughout this work. Then, 

absolute electron number measurements can be conducted in several locations by single laser 

pulse. The method has potential to be extended to operate with REMPI process and with larger 

number of sparks for measurements of 1D or 2D distributions of number densities of species. 

In conclusion, we have demonstrated the use of RMS technique to detect multiple sparks 

induced by a single laser pulse. These finding are paving the way for creation of REMPI-RMS 

diagnostic technique allowing measurements of number density of selected species (e.g. CO) in 

several spatial locations using single laser pulse.   

The results presented in this chapter were published in Refs. 1.4, 2.4 and 2.5 listed in the 

PUBLICATIONS section. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 

This section deals with the conclusion drawn from the current study of photoionization in 

various gases and implementation of REMPI-RMS hybrid technique for diagnostics of particular 

component in a gaseous mixture at elevated pressure. 

5.1 Summary and Conclusions 

Chapter 1 provides an overview of laser induced plasmas. A brief overview of lasers was 

presented and the fundamental process of photoionization and its various regimes namely 

Tunneling Ionization (TI), Multi-Photon Ionization (MPI) and Resonance-Enhanced Multi-Photon 

Ionization (REMPI) were described. The theory behind Rayleigh Microwave Scattering (RMS) as 

a method for diagnostics of small plasma objects was discussed as well. The potential of laser-

induced plasma in the domain of combustion diagnostics was introduced. 

Chapters 2 and 3 dealt with study of MPI of various gases including O2, Xe, Ar, N2, Kr, CO 

and air at atmospheric pressure and room temperature by means of RMS diagnostics. A 

methodology for precisely determining the physical constants of multi-photon ionization, namely 

cross-section and ionization rate was created. The method utilizes precise measurement of the 

spatial and temporal distributions of the laser beam intensity and absolute measurement of total 

electron number in the plasma volume by means of RMS diagnostics based on elastic scattering 

of microwaves off the plasma volume and absolute calibration of the microwave system using 

dielectric scatterers with known properties. 

First, the capability of this method on the example of eight-photon ionization of molecular 

oxygen of the ambient air was demonstrated and corresponding MPI cross-sections were 
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determined. Second, the methodology was applied to study MPI in various pure gases including 

O2, Xe, Ar, N2, Kr, and CO at atmospheric pressure. Point of inception of nonlinear optical effects 

in air was determined and the photoionization rate in oxygen was found for lower laser intensities 

(<6.47 × 1012 W/cm2). Third, electron decay after the laser pulse was analyzed in conjunction with 

1D axially symmetric model. The decay was consistent with the competition of two processes, 

namely, creation of new electrons by ionization of the metastable atoms at collisions with electrons 

and electron loss due to dissociative recombination and attachment to oxygen. The tabulated data 

of experimentally measured electron numbers generated in a laser-induced spark provide an 

accurate method for validation of physical models and an input for numerical simulation of these 

processes. 

In chapter 4  , combination of REMPI and subsequent detection of the numbers of REMPI-

generated electrons by RMS technique were used to measure CO number density in nitrogen 

buffer, and potential of the corresponding diagnostics approach for measurements of species 

number density in gaseous mixtures was demonstrated. Number of REMPI-induced electrons 

scaled linearly with CO number density up to about 𝑛𝐶𝑂=51018 cm-3 independently of buffer gas 

pressure up to 5 bar. This region of linear scaling of  𝑁𝑒 with 𝑛𝐶𝑂 can be used for diagnostics of 

absolute number density of CO in mixtures. Following increase of 𝑛𝐶𝑂 caused saturation onset due 

to the laser beam energy loss while laser pulse is travelling through the gaseous mixture. A four 

energy level model of CO molecule was developed and direct measurements of the laser pulse 

energy absorbed in the two-photon process during the passage through the CO/N2 mixture were 

conducted to analyze the observed trends of number of REMPI-generated electrons with 𝑛𝐶𝑂 and 

laser energy. 
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5.2 Recommendations for future work 

This section recommends future work based on the results obtained in this work. 

Firstly, future studies should continue effort on the tabulation of the cross-sections and 

photoionization rates of the multi-photon ionization for more pure gases and laser wavelengths 

(from UV to mid-IR) using the methodology proposed and validated in this work. This effort 

would provide critical experimental evidence for various fields utilizing laser-induced plasmas and 

theoretical modeling of these. 

Secondly, REMPI-RMS technique should be further investigated. Preliminary analysis 

conducted in this work shows that 𝑛𝐶𝑂 can be measured in a range of 𝑛𝐶𝑂=1011-1020 cm-3 if laser 

intensity in the focal region is properly tuned. The next step in this area would be to conduct 

measurements of number densities in this extensive range and obtain the experimental 

confirmation for the range of REMPI-RMS technique applicability. Also, studying REMPI-RMS 

technique with high intensities (~1012 W/cm2) would be important as in this case ionization-

dominated regime can be reached.  

Thirdly, REMPI-RMS technique should be tested for measurements in real combustion 

systems. The first goal could be to conduct experiment in Hencken burner flame at atmospheric 

pressures and then experiments in high-pressure combustion systems should be planned.  

Fourthly, utilization of microwave scattering technique can be expanded to the measurements 

of microplasmas at rarified gas pressures. Range of pressures below several Torr corresponds to 

the Thomson scattering regime, when microwave frequency is exceeding electron collisional 

frequency with gas participles. Then, the electrons are in free motion since no collisions occur on 

the period of the incident microwave field oscillation. In this case, signal measured by the 

microwave scattering system is independent of the electron-gas collisional frequency which 
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greatly simplifies the interpretation of the measurement results. The idea of current REMPI-RMS 

technique could be further expanded for measurements of number densities of selective species in 

rarified gases in Thomson regime. This can be beneficial for the area of electric propulsion 

diagnostics, e.g., for measurements of number density of neutral Xe inside the slit of Hall thrusters. 

Fifthly, further study of the spatially resolved measurements utilizing multiple laser sparks 

should be conducted and expanded for use with REMPI rather than MPI accomplished in this 

work. This technique can be used for the spatially-resolved measurements of densities of selective 

species by single laser pulse. The method has potential to be extended for measurements of 1D or 

2D distributions of number densities of selective species. 
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APPENDIX A 
 

Calculating the intensity integral 

We present calculation of laser intensity integral over spatial and temporal variables: 

 

∫ ∫ 𝐼(𝑟, 𝑧, 𝑡)8𝑑𝑡𝑑𝑉 =
231𝜋

1024 ∙ 16
√

𝜋

8
𝐼0

8𝜋𝑤0
2𝑧𝑅𝜏 

 

The integration is first taken over time period when laser pulse exists at particular location of space 

and then spatial integral is taken over region where laser beam presents. For the specific system 

utilized in current experiment, main contribution to the temporal integral is gained during the laser 

pulse time of 𝜏=98.6 fs, while spatial integral is accumulated primarily in vicinity of the beam 

waist where intensity is maximal. 

The limits of the integrals can be extended to infinity when analytical approximation space-

time dependence of the laser pulse in the form of  

 

 𝐼(𝑟, 𝑧, 𝑡) = 𝐼0
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2
   

      is used: 
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Inner temporal integral can be calculated analytically by changing of variables to 

 

 �̃� =
√8(𝑡−𝑡∗(𝑟,𝑧))

𝜏
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for any finite (𝑟, 𝑧)-location 
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The outer spatial integral can be first simply calculated over 𝑟 – variable and then using 

standard integral ∫
1

[1+𝑥2]7 𝑑𝑥
+∞

−∞
=

231𝜋

1024
 .  

This finally yields: 
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